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We Surecell Medical team have designed promising therapies with stem cells and growth factor to ensure your optimal 
beauty. We use your own stem cells as they are safer and more effective, that contribute to the body's ability to renew 
and repair its tissues. Natural anti- aging solution Stem cell is completely different concept to current mainstream 
aesthetic treatment such as synthetic fillers, Botulinum toxin etc since those kinds of therapies are solely used to 
improve the visible changes without having a regenerative effect. As an ideal aesthetician it's better to avoid those 
artificial products having more complication and difficult to correct if any untoward affect arises. This revolutionary 
treatment is recommended for all skin type to best reach your beauty goals. Interestingly it is mild invasive procedure 
and naturally has key role to improve skins elasticity, firmness, and reducing the appearance unwanted lines, ageing 
wrinkles, acne scar, dark spots, pore size, stretch mark. This innovative Stem cell therapy uses your body's own 
restorative processes to promote your body's production of collagen and elastin, along with rejuvenate the look and 
texture of the skin, restore your youthful glow. It may take a few weeks for the results of the stem cell therapy to become 
noticeable, but you can expect the results of Stem cell therapy to last for up to one year. After that there is no withdrawal 
effect. Normally our skin loses collagen 1% annually. A few hours session takes years off your skin. Here we utilize IV 
nutrition, combat stress with hyperbaric therapy in addition to aesthetics procedures to provide a total holistic anti 
ageing program. Stem cell for total body regeneration Intravenous Stem cell therapy can improve your overall health 
while giving you a radiant, youthful glow from the inside out. Stem cell carries the power of regeneration and healing of 
tissues in all parts of our body. Quality of life can be improved with the help of this amazing procedure. As your own fat 
cell is used so no chance of disease transmission or allergic reaction. Reasons why you should choose stem cell for 
hair care Nothing ages you faster than damaged, dull, thinning, premature greying hair above all hair fall. Well, with the 
advent of new technology, you are now blessed with stem cell hair regrowth therapy. The growth factors in your fat cell 
do their job and hair growth is naturally stimulated. Are you wondering how to hydrate the scalp and get rid of dandruff, 
itchy scalp? Stem cell therapy will help you in several ways. It will soothe your itchy scalp, nourish hair follicle , stimulate 
hair melanin production . How it is performed t's considered to be a natural treatment, as it uses the body's own cells 
rather than a synthetic substance. The procedure is accomplished under local anaesthesia in day care service step 
wise protocol. Immediately after the procedure, have some rest and resume your daily activities from very next morning. 
Isn't that wonderful? We Surecell Medical Bangladesh as a part of International health care chain from Australia are 
committed to provide stem cell therapy in the most authentic diligent and transparent manner within a framework of 
ethics, safety and quality. Patient satisfaction is our priority. The Writer is a Renowned Cosmetologist and Dermatologist 
from:, Surecell Medical [BD] Ltd.,Crystal point, Plot 2, Road 21, Gulshan Dhaka 
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